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CHAPTER ~ 

lot, Mug t icm 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate possible 

defects in the olfactory memory of lobotomized patients. Recent 

rep'arts have indicated that there is a deficit in olfactory mem

ory atter damage to the orbital area of the brain. This deficit 

has proved lasting in the case of animals. In this study, we 

have been interested in testing for that same deficit in humans 

several years atter they had the lobotomy operation. 

Ui 3t or19al Seview 
The literature specifically related to the loss or olfactory 

memory atter brain lesions is very limited. However, there are 

studies showing memory defects in oth,r sense modalities .tter 

brain injury, which will be included in our review. 

Arnold (1) suggests that sense memory is not a unitary func

tion located in a cortical "center" but rather a combination of 

visual, auditory, somesthetic, gustatory, olfactory and motor 

memor1es, mediated by the association areas bordering on these 

sensory regions. To reoognize something by sight, touch, sound, 

taste etc., means that we must recall having seen, touched, heard 

tasted this part1cular thing before, and must recall having foUlld 

1. 



2. 

it beneficial or harmful, good or bad for us. 

There is considerable evidence for this view. In human beings 

the various types of agnosia and aphasia allow the conclusion that 

the parastriate and peristriate areas (Brodmann 18 and 19) are 

necessary for visual memory (recognition and visualization of ob

jects) while a more extensive area in the OCCipital cortex is ne

cessary for the recognition of letters, words and figures. The 

poste~ior part of the middle and inferior temporal gyrus (area 21, 

37,) is necessary for the recall of word-sounds and the parietal 

association area for the recognition of objects by touch, (2). 

In recent years a series of experiments by Pribram and assoc

iates at Yale have provided eVidence for a similar localization 

of sense memory in animals. Pribram and Barry (3) have shown that 

monkeys lost a learned visual discrimination habit after ablation 

of the inferior edge of the temporal lobe and were unable to re

learn it. When the parieto-occipital cortex was destroyed, mon

keys lost tactile and weight discrimination habits but were able 

to relearn to some extent; the deficit seemed to depend on the 

size of the lesion. The monkeys with inferotempora1 alb1ations 

showed no defect in somesthetic discrimination. 

Weiskrantz and Mishkin (4) found some indication that auditory 

discrimination is lost after albation of the anteromedia1 temporal 

cortex. 

Bagshaw and Prlbram, (5) finally found that the anteromedlal 

supratemporal cortex bordering on the somesthetic area is neces

sary for conditioned taste discrimination. Since Ruch t Patton 
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Amassian (6) have shown that the taste area is within the somes

thetic area for the tongue, at the lateral base of the postcentr 

cyrus, it seems that the supratemporal cortex 1s the gustatory 

assoc iat ion are a. 

01fagtory Disgrimination 

It should be noted first of all, that decrement in olfactor 

discrimination is generally not reported after accidental lesions 

because olfactory sensations, like those of taste, are not usual

ly used for recognition of things. Hence the loss of olfactory 

memory is not noticed. The patient can still distinguish between 

pleasant and unpleasant odors, and he is seldom called upon to 

identify odors. Therefore, little has been done in this area. 

Our report here, will include what has been done first on animals 

and then on humans. 

a) simlls 

A report by Pechte1 and Associates (7) suggested that the 

orb1tal area 1s important for smell. They found that destruction 

or the dorsomedial thalamic nuclei projEtct~ to the orbital area 

abolished olfactory discrimination in cats. Moreover, the cats 

could not l • .,n to distingu1sh between different smells in 6 to 

11 months of retraining. It was also noted that the thalamic les 

ions impaired discrimination as such, rather than olfactory sensa 

tions. When, for example, the animals had once taken meat, fish 

or milk contaminated with a small Quantity of oil of .. intergreen 
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or mephenesin powder, both unacceptable to the nor-mal cat, they 

would afterwards reject ..Il.l food to \IIhiob .AIrl. odorous substance 

bad been added, even though they bad readily taken such oontam1n

ated food betozoe the operation. As Arnold pOints out: '''fh1s surel 

means thatan2mals could stl11 d18t1n&ulsh bet\lleen pleasant and 

unpleasant smells, even tboUCb they could not rell8mber that an un

pleasant smell ml&bt sometimes be attached to palatable food". (8). 

Wenzel, B., (Colwabia Greystone Study, 1952) found that pa

tients after various types or brain operations were unable to dis

t1D&ulab 8-.11s, though before the operation they were able to 

identity the smells correctly. 

In a private co.aunlcation from the author or the study, it 

wa. learned that 22 patients were tested representing four d1fter

ent sur, leal procedures, none ot wb1011;1IIe1'8 classlcal. Prefrontal 
• ,- . 

lobotOll1. The breakdown of these various tnes ot operations were 

as tollowsl 
o 

11 patients •••• Venollsis or V8~ue Ll&atlon 

2 patients. • • .Thalamot~ a 18 Bpiele1 el.e. 
electrocoagulat1on of both dOl'somedial 
nuclei). 

2 patients. • • .1.'hermocoqUlatlon (presUIlably 
of prefrontal area). 

7 patients. • • • Transorb1tal Lobotomy-. 

Bince tnese operations. as described above, e1ther destroyed 

e orbital area or prevented 1ts activat10n by subcortical 



5. 
impulses, it seems reasonable to assume that in man, as in animals, 

the orbital area is essential for olfactory discrimination, i.e. 

olfactory memory. 

It should be noted here that the Greystone Study on humans, 

though similar to the one done in this thesis, is not exactly the 

same. The finding indicated above ~as a qualitative result, inci

dental to the main purpose of their study. This study was design

ed to verify that qualitative result and hence differs from the 

Greystone in the follo~ing ~ay: 

The purpose of the Qrey~tone ~as to mea§YrC olfactory §in§1-

t1Y1ty by determining the thresholds for odor ident1f1cation be

fore and after various brain operations. The purpo§c of this 

study was to lnYest1cate the possible lack of olfactorY d1scrlm

inatign in lobotomized patients, several years after the lobotomy. 

In a sense then, this thesis attempts to verify experimentally the 
• 

inCidental, qualitative find1ng ~hich ~as contained among the re

sults of the Greystone Study. 

It should also be noted that in this study, only patients with 

classical pre-frontal lobotomies were used in the experimental 

group. Although the results stated in the Greystone Study were 

merely qualitative, (9), still they are of great importance, be

cause, as Arnold paints out: 

"They show that a sense modality may be unimpaired, 
yet the person may not be able to recognize the 
object sensed, because the connection between sense 
area and association area is broken." (10) 



CHAPTER II 

PROCEDUBE 

I. Descr1ption at the Population. 

The populat1on in this study is d1v1ded into three groups: 

A) the normal group, B) the exper imental group; C) and the con

trol group. The normal group was used in order to test the appar

atus and to get an 1dea of the kind or responses a normal group 

wOUld ,1ve to the selected odors. The experimental group was use 

to test tor a defic1t in olfactory discrimination &mone lobotomiz 

ed patients, (the purpose of this thesis). The control group was 

used in order to ascertain whether or not the fact that the lobot 

omized pat1ents are psychotic could expla1n any defic1t that might 

be found in the experimental group. Each ot these groups are des 

cribed tully as follows: 

A. llli. Hgrma] Group ":' .: .' 

,. 

ThIs group consisted of fifteen college students, males and 

females who were taking a SUJDDler school course in chemistry. They 

were asked to volunteer for a psychological experiment, the nature 

or which was not expla1ned to them unt11 they arrived tor testing. 

This group was considered "normal" tor three reasons: 1) They 

were capable of perceivinc common odors. In order to assure this 

factor, two special precautions were taken. The students lett the 

bUilding in which they were attending lectures and came over to 

6. 
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another building on the campus. This gave them an opportunity to 

breathe fresh air, thus helping to eliminate odors they may have 

perceived in the chemistry building. Seoondly, those students who 

or temporary nasal conditions in1m1cal to our purpose 

ere rejected. 

2) These students were not psychot1c, to dIstinguish them from the 

ontrol group. 3) These students were not lobotomized, to distin

ulah them from both the control and experimental groups. 

• ~ &IP,rillAtll Groyp. 

This group consisted of ftrteen patients at Ch1cago State Man

al Hospital. Each of these patients had unclergone a standard pre

rontal lobotomy operation and were resident patIents, some fiv, 

ears after the lobotomy was performed. They were class1f1ed, gen

rally, as ttpsychotic tt and 1nitially selected tor our study by the 

sychOlogists who worked with them on the wards of the hospital • 
• 

be criterion used for select10n was twofold: 1) The abIl1ty of 

be patlent to perge;1ve common odors; 2) The ab1l1ty ot the pat

ent to cgqgeratl w1th the exper1ment, and to report the1r sensa-

10ns. 

From a list of twenty-five patients submitted by the psychol

gists, fifteen were selected by the experimenter after a f1rst in

erview. The other ten were rejected as being unable to cooperate 

ith the instruct1ons. These fifteen were all women. There were 

two men on the initIal list and these had to be rejected as 

ompletely unsuited for the experiment. Since our .. JAr criter10n 
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was the lobotomy itself, the type and degree of pSYChotic disturb

ance was ignored, except when it interfered with the patIent's 

abillty to cooperate as we have indicated. If they could perceive 

odors 'and it they could cooperate wlth the instruotions, we con

s1dered them apt subjects for our purpose. 

C • l.lul C antrAl wI: AILP 

Thls consisted of fifteen mental patlents at Chicago State 

Mental Hospital. All of them were women, and all of them had been 

selected by a psyoholoalst who worked w1th them on the ward. Our 

criterion tor this group lItas three-told: 1) They were capable of 

nerce1vin~ oommon odors, (none of them had colds or other normal 

pasal obstructlons) J 2) They were not lobotom1zed; 3) Though class

ifled as "psychotic", they were oonsidered capable of cooperating 

with the instruct10ns and reporting their react1ons. 

As indicated brietly above, a control group was needed, to 
• 

~est the hypothes1s that a def1cit in olfactory memory was due to 

~e fact that the patients had been lobotomized, and not that they 

Ittere psychot1cs. The classificat1on, "psychotic", vas taken in a 

loose sense in order to approx1mate the random classif1cation ot 

~e exper1mental group. The maJor1ty or the pat1ents were selected 

Prom the same ward as the pat1ents 1n the exper1mental group. This 

pould not be controlled completely because the pat1ents were otten 

~oved from one ward to another. Since the expel" Iment proved threat

anlng to this group, as COIltI'asted with the other two, ve elimin

ated the interview, and ~egan with the experiment itself, as in the 



case of the normals. 

II. Experi":'8ntal Procedure and Technique. 

A. lDI. ADPNitua 

9. 

Tbis consisted of a torm ot the 11 a bel"l Olfactometer for blas1 

1nJeotion (Ilaberg and Levy t '35). A torm ot tbis apparatus was 

used, since 1t proved to be an apt instrument tor - .. w11l1 olfact .. 

ory threshold... 11 thoucb it "as not our purpose to measure thres

holds, as was pointed out 1n tbe disou.sion of the Greyatone Study, 

stlll some torm of the Olfactometer wu tboUSht adv1sable because 

the sensitivity might d1fter in the two nostrils. Accordlnc to thE 

authors, peroeption and identification or odors depend upon several 

taotors, .. tollows, 

ttl. A sutficient maas ot odor must eo .. into con
tact with the Oltactory receptors bet ore an odor 
can be appreCiated. 

2. In ordel' to produoe q± ... quate stimulus, t!)e 
odor BlUSt 1lIIpiqe up. the oltactory membrane with 
a oertain degree at torce. 

3. Tbe ident1fication of JDaJl1 odors depends not 
only upon sutticient volume aDd torce but also 
upon an ettect upon the sensory receptors of the 
trilemillal nerve. Tbere are relat1vely tew pure 
olfactory stimulants. Apparently SODle odors arfect 
onl7 the oltactor, cella J II8IlJ a180 st1aulate the 
trlcemlnal nerve so that in addltion to the odor, 
there is a at1D&1nIt burn1na, 0001 or bot senaation. 
In some odors, such as ammonia, the trigeminal ettect 
is prominent. The ldent1tloatiOD of an odor depends 
upon memory and aSSOCiation and many odors are recOl
nl.ed trOll the oombinat1on of the oltactory and 
trl&emtnal components." (11) 

Tbe blast 1nJeot1on method. used in thls study, 1s based upon 

Ithe principle ot the lnJectlon or d1fterent volumes of odor into 
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one or both nasal passages dur ing a per iOO of momentary cessation 

of breathing, the force of the injection taking the place of the 

ordln81'y inspiration movement. 

This method has the advantage that the force of the injec-

tion 1s equal tor all subjects. 

The material used in the apparatus includes the follow1r~: 

1. SiX bottles with a capac ity of 500 cc' s. 

2. Six odorous substances which are placed at the 
bottom ot the bottles, leav1ng the rest ot the 
area tilled with the odor itself_The odors 
selected are described below. 

3. Six nosepieces, one tor each bottle. One branch 
at each nosepiece is closed with a rubber stopper 
allOW1D& U$ to test each nostril separately_ Each 
nosepiece is connected to the outlet tube by means 
of pure gum rubber tube which is compressed by a 
spring pinchcock. 

1+. Six "Vim" Ilass syringes of a capacity or 10 co t s 
each. Since in this experiment 'We were not inter
ested in measur1ng olfactory thresholds, a 10 o~. 
syringe was considered sufficient since it provided 
the volume needed tor an adequate blast of each 
odor. 

5. Each bottle was enclosed at the neck with a rubber 
stopper with two perforations. Through these go 
the inlet and outlet tubes f01' the passage ot air. 

The inlet tube passes into the bottle and its length is such 

that it ends Just above the surtace ot the solid or fluid sub

stance which is giving ott the odor. The outlet tube runs throUCh 

the other perforation 1n the stopper whleh proJects to Just beyond 

the under surtace of the stopper. The inlet tube, bent at right 

angles just beTond the surface of the stopper, 1s connected by a 

piece or rubber tubing which 1s itself connected to the nozzle of 
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a syringe making an airtight connection. The outlet tube is so , 

arranged, that pressure upon the plnchcock ~ill release the odor 

from the bottle. Onto the tip of this outlet tube are attached 

the nosepieces. Each nosepiece has attached to its end a piece of 

rubber tubing of appropriate size so that an airtight connection 

can be made between the nosepiece and the tip or the outlet tube. 

Regarding the selection of, odors, this was based on later 

studies done by Blsberg and associates. Their criterion for the 

selection of odors ~as that the odors should be familiar and easi

ly identifiable, and that one of the substances should be a pure 

olfactory stimulant and one should have a trigeminal effect. 

That the selected odors should be familiar is rather obvious. 

Ability to identify and name odors is based upon experience and is 

the result of memory and association. Sometimes an individual m 

be unable to name a specific familiar odor, but the majority are 

able to identify common odors rather quickly. 

Concerning the trigeminal effect of an odor the authors point 

out that the ease with which an odor can be identified may depend 

in part upon the tr1geminal sensation which is assoc1ated w1th the 

olfactory effect of the odor. The odor of 'mmon!a, for example, i 

recognized by the. olfactory sensation and by the characteristic ir 

ritation of the nasal passages. It may well be that the tr1gemina 

is of as much or of more signif1canoe for the recogn1tion of this 

odor than the olfactory sensation 1tself. Therefore, at least so 

of the odors used for olfactory testing should have a trigeminal a 
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well as an olfactory effect. 

According to the cr iteria stated above, we selected for ow' 

study the six following odors: 

1. Citral (0 il of Lemon) 

2. Qprree (Freshly Ground) 

3. .QJl..Sl1 Turpentine 

l.t. .QJJ...9I. Alm9nds 

5. .Q.ll.9! EQ§es 

6. AmIDonia (TI'igeminal effect) 

'lhis selection corI'esponds with that which Elsberg and a~soc

iates found suitable for clinical test of olfactory function by 

the blast inJection method. They recommended ~Qttie, Citral, Oil 

of Ty.UHUltipe and ,l3epzaldehy@. Since it was our purpose to test 

olfactory memory we selected more than three odors in order to hav

a fair sample of different odors. 

B. PfRSeg,ure.w. ~ l:SPl'mal wfOUP 

After determining the ability of the subject to .Qez:ceive odors 

the nature of the expel'iment was explained to them and he w'as giv

en a demonstration of the procedure. With the help of an assistan 

the experimenter showed the subject how to insert the nosepiece in 

to ilis nostrils so as to direct the curl'ent upward toward the ol

factory membrane. He was instructed to hold his breath while the 

expel'imenter injected air into the bottle and then released the 

blast by pressure upon the pinchcock. As explained before, this 

blast takes the place of the inspiration movement. The subject 'Wa 
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tnen asked, "What was that?" or "What did that smell like?J1 1tr'hen 

the subject was clear on the instructions we proceeded to the ex

periment itself. 

The order of presentation of the odorous substances for each 

nostril was always the same. A more familiar substance, Oil of 

Lemon, came first, and the most irritating, Ammonia, was given last 

Sufficient time was given between presentations in order to control 

possible per severation. 

A controlled amount of air was injected into the bottle by 

means of the syringe. The volume was based upon as many cc. IS as 

called for by the olfactory coefficient of each odor. The coeffic

ient differs for each odoz', and expresses the number of cubic cent

imeters required for identification of the odor. 

The subject's responses to the presentation for each nostril 

were recorded by an assistant. Every effort was made to k,ep the 

subject from sniffing up through the nosepiece, but we were not 

always successful in getting this point across. 

After all six odors had been presented as described, the same 

six odors were again presented. This time, however, the procedure 

was much simpler. Each subject was presented with a standard size 

chemistry bottle containing the same odorous substances and in the 

same sequence. He was told to smell the open bottle held under his 

nose, and answer the same qUestions, ttWhat was that ?", or "What 

did that smell like?tt. His answers lItere recorded as before. It 

was felt that such a procedure gave adequate opportunity for each 
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ubject to try and identity the odors. Also is provided an impor

ant check: on the tirst answers given with use of the Oltactometer. 

"inally, it helped to elIminate poss1ble errors due. to the subject!s 

nability to comply strictly with the instructions connected with 

e use ot the Olfactometer • 

• p,:agOdurl l.Ji&:. lb EJ.P,rJ,mentll wrQIIP 

The same procedure was used tor this group as for the "normals 

tor the following changes: 

1. In the first interview, the patient was given a "trial 
run", as part at the demonstration ot experimental 
procedure. The Odor, oil ot almond, was used since 
the normal group practically never recognized it, and 
it was considered cood tor our purpose. Only a very 
few co. t s ot air were injected, thereby not permittina 
a blast sufficient for normal recognition. It was 
felt that the subject's response to this "demonstra
tion" .woUld in i teel! be an indicator of poss1ble 
deficit 1n Olfactory memory. Also it provided the 
experimenter with an opportunIty to discover whether 
or not the subject was suffICiently able to to110w ~ 
instructions. ~ 

2. Besides the questions already indicated, it was some
times necessary to add, .. \that does that lemina you 
ot?", or nDid you ever smell anything like that be
tore?". This seemed to encourage a response which 
might not otherwise be given. 

• Plcx;edur • .m.tha CQAtlgJ, .QrQYR 

The SUle procedure was used tor this group as for the other 

wo groups, except tor the following ohanges I 

1. As already indioated (pg. 10) the tirst interview was 
eliminated tor this group, since any kind ot psychol
ollc81 testing appeared more tbreaten1ng for this 
group than tor the other two, So we began with the 
experiment itselt, after briefing the patient on the 
instructions. 
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2. A ratner drastic change had to be introduced after the 
first few trials with the Olfactometer. It will be re 
called that thIs group was made up of non-lobotomized 
psychotics. They were selected on the basiS of theIr 
ability to tollow instructions and give adequate res
ponses. HO\lleVeI', even though they QOYls:l do thiS, the 
seemed to afraid of the apparatus itself that it was 
decided not to use the Olfactometer and settle for th 
small bottles which presented no problem for these 
people. 

The first t~o patients, for example, were startled by por

tions of the apparatus, especially the syringes and nosepieces. 

One of them would puen the nosepiece away from her. The other, 

upon seeing the six bottles befol'e her on the table, began to leav 

the I'ocm. A third one, ~hen asked to identify the odor, began to 

cry and then became quite Violent, saying she 'Was "fed up with 

these. • • • • • test~! ". Because of these reactions, it was de-

cided to try only the small open bottles containing the same odor 

AccordiI~li the Olfactometer was put a~ay, and the bottles present 

ad in the usual sequence. The same patients, who balked at the 

Olfactometer, responded l"eadily to the open bottles and their in

teresting answers were recorded. 

The experiment for the two groups, experimental and control, 

were conducted in the same room off of one of the wards at the 

Chicago State Mental Hospital. The room ~as relatively free of 

other odors, and sufficiently removed from the medical examinatio 

room and the ~ard itself, since both of these places Ylould conta! 

odOl'S ""ith which the patient ~as quite familiar. Available space 

fOl' our use was at a minimum and we had to be content wlth €I. I'oom 

in which such variables as temperatUl'e could not be systematically 
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coutrolled. The staff and attendants at the hosp i tal wex's very co

operative and helpful within the limits of time and space available 

to tnem. 



CHAPTER III 

UiSULTS 

The results of this study aI'e repol·ted for each of the three 

groups. Before turning to the tables, it will be l'ecalled that six 

odors were used in this experiment, as follows: 

No.1 ••••• 011 of Lemon 

~o. 2 ••••• Oil of Almond 

No.3 ••••• CofCee Grounds 

No. 4-

No. ; 

. . 
• • 

• • • Turpentine 

••• Oi1 of Roses 

No.6. • • • • Ammonia 

An answer that was considered correct is given a plus (+) sign 

in the tables; a negative or incorrect answer is given a minus (-) 

sign. It was not reqUired that the subject identify the odor ex

actly. In fact, an effort was made to give the benefit of the 

doubt to a positive answer. For example, 1n odor NO.1, Oil of 

Lemon, such answers as "like citrus fruit"; ttfruit Juice n J "lime" 

were all given plus signs even though the strictly corl'ect answer 

was lemon. An example of a negative answer for this odor was, 

"something sweet", "veI'Y familiar". These answers were given by 

the noz'mal group and '«fere used as a criterion for scoring the 

17. 
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anSwel'S on the other two groups. We anticipated that the Psychot

icswou1d have some difficulty in identification of odors. There

fore, \tie WEtre as lenient as possible in scol'ing an answer as pos

itive. Only those which did not indicate discrimination were scor

ed negatively. 
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iDENTIFICATION OF DOORS BY NORMAL GROUP 

'With 01fantometer 
Left Nostril Rl£ht Nostr i1 ODen Bottle Qn1Y 

Odors 1 2 3 It 5 b 1 2 3 it 5 6 ~ 2 3 4 5 6 

Subjects 1 + - ... - + - + - + + + ... ft- - + + +1+ 

2 + - - + + + + - - + + + it - + ... + + 

3 - - + + + + + - + + + + .. + + + + + 

it - - ... + + - + - + + + - - + ... + ... 

5 ... - ... + - - + - + + - + if' - ... ... + ... 

6 + - + - + - + - + + ... ... to - ... + + + 

7 + - + - + ... ... - + - + + .. - + - + -
8 - - ... + + ... ... - + + + + + - + ... ... ... 

9 ... - + + - + + - + + - + ~ - + + - ... 

10 + - + + + + + - + + + + ~ - + + + + 

11 - - - + - - - - - + - - I- - + ... + + 

12 '+ - + + + - + - + + + + ~ - + ... + + 

13 - - + + - + + - + + + + ~ - + + + + 

lit - - + + - - - - + + + - It- - + + + + 

15 ... - + - - ... + ... + ... - ... ~ - ... + - + 

Total + C 13 1 9 E 1 ( 1_ l~ 11 1~ It 1 1 It' 1 p l' 

Total - c 1': 2 ~ 6 ? l' , 1 ~ ] 11 ) ~ ( • -
Total Correct (+ ) :::; 185 ~ Odor 1 011 of Lemon 

Odor 2 Oil of Almond 
Total Incorrect (-) =: 8, ~t 1 r~ t, Odor 3 Coffee Grounds 

Odor 1+ Turpentine 
Total Trials =: 270 Odor 5 Oil of Roses 

Odor 6 Ammonia 
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TABLE II 

IDEm IF rCAT ION OF ODORS BY LOBOTOMIZED PSYCHOTICS 

With Olfactometer 
Le.ft Nos t.1" i 1 H12htilostr 11 On@n Bottle On'", 

Odors 1 2 ~ 1+ 'i 0 ] .2 ~ 4 5 6 11 2 .~ 4 '5 6 

Subject 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
J - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - + -
4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - -
5 + - - - - - - - - - - - + - + - - -
6 + - ... ... - - + - + + - - ... - .. ... - -
7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... -
8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - -
9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - + 

10 - - - - ... - - - - .. - - - - - - - -
11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
12 ... - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - -
13 - - - - ... + - - - - - + - - - - - -
14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
15 ... - - + - - + - - - - - -+ - - - - -

... Total 4- 0 1 1 
•. 

2 3 0 - 1 2 0 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 

- Total 11 15 1lt- 1~ I, 1_) 12 15 14 1315 14 11.2 14 13 12 13 14-

o dOl' No. 1 011 at Lemon 
Total Correct - 30 1 i No. 2 011 of Almonds 

y (;;,' No. .3 Coffee Grounds 
Total Incorrect - 240 '.' J No. It- Tuz'pentlne 

No. 5 Oil of Roses 
lotal Trials ::: 270 No. b Ammon 1 a 
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I Al}Llk .l.ll 

IDENTIFICATION OF ODORS BY 
NON -LOBOTOMIZED P SYCHOT ICB 

OPEN BOTTLE ONLY 

Odors 1 2 3 4- 5 6 Total. ,+ Total -
SubJect 1 ... ... ... ... ... + 6 0 

2 - - - - - - 0 6 

3 - ... .. - - - 2 4 

It ... + + - + ... 5 1 

5 ... ... ... ... - - It 2 

6 - ... - + + ... 4- 2 

7 ... + ... ... - ... 5 1 

8 + - ... ... ... + 5 • 1 

9 ... + + - ... - 4 2 

10 - + ... ... + + 5 1 

11 - ... ... ... ... - 4 2 

12 ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 

1.3 - - ... - + + .3 .3 
11.t ... ... ... ... + ... (:) 0 

15 ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 0 

Total + ~ 12 13 10 11 10 62 "'l'") c 
l.A ,~!.. IIIIIIIII 

Total - 6 .3 2 5 it 5 VII/I//II// 25 Jj c ;, .. , :~ 

Trials QQ-
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As can be seen fI'om Table I, out of 270 trials using both the 

lfactometer (on right and left nostl'lls separately) And the open 

ot tIe presentation, 185 responses were marked oorl'8ct1y, 85 incor

A correct response, in our study, meant that the subject 

to both recognize and identify the odorous substances as 

ndicated in the discussion ot the results. It will be recalled 

hat s1x odors were used, as described in the Table, and fifteen 

made up our subJects. 

As indicated in this table, out of 270 trials using both the 

'lfactometer and the open bottle presentation, 30 responses were 

ouod correct, 240 incorrect. Th1s group 1s the Experimental Group 

ons1stlng of 15 lobotom1zed psychotics as described in Chapter II. 

he same six odorous substances were used, as indicated in the 
• 

able, and the same presentation 'Was given to this group as to th\l 

..,...~_ ...... ...,.. J2! TibIa III 

This Table represents the oontrol group, or Non-Lobotomized 

sychotios. Since the Olfaotometel' was not used with this group, 

he table refers to the open bottle presentations only. Out of till 

otal of 90 trials, 65 were marked correct, 25 were marked incor

ect. Again the same six odorous substanoes were used as in the 

ther two groups and the same sequence of presentation was main-

ained. 
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~~~~~~ ResUlts 

The statistical method selected was that of Chi Square in a 

two by two contingency table. Its use was to test the ~ h~poth 

~, i.e., that there are no significant differences between pro

portions for the two samples; that the differences are explainable 

in terms of chance variation ariSing from random sampling of a com 

mon population. 

'XABLE II 

Yftl,u@§ .Q! ~!.Q!: JU.l pres@nte.:tiQns ~9mbineg 

Normal 0.436 268.186 

Control - - - 110.266 

With one degree of freedom, ')("Y must = 3.841 for 
significance at five per cent 

With one degree of freedom, X'" must = 5.412 for 
signifioance at two per cent 

With one degree of freedom,:(Y must = 6.635 for 
significance at one per cent 

When the normal group is compared with the control group the 

value or Xa- is 0.436. This value is not significant, hence the 

null hypotheSiS may not be rejected. There is no baSiS, then, for 

assuming that the difference in success and failure between the tw 

groups is due to anything other than sampling fluctuations. The 

control group of non-lobotomized psychotics and the normal group 

may, therefore, be considered as random samples from a common pop

ulation. 
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This situation is dramatically reversed when the normal group 

is compared with the experimental and also when the control group 

is compared with the experimental. In these comparisons the values 

of)(~are 268.186 and 110.266 respectively, as seen in Table IV. 

Since a value of )(~equal to 6.634 is sufficient to reject the null 

hypothesis at the one per cent level of confidence, it is readily 

seen that these values of X'" are highly significant and that the 

null hypothesis may be rejected with a high degree of confidence. 

Hence, there is adequate evidence to make tenable the proposition 

that differences in ability to recognize odors between normal and 

experimental groups and between control and experimental groups are 

real differences and that the experimental sample cannot be consid

ered a random sample from the same populat10n from wh1ch were draw~ 

the control and normal samples. 

TA1}LI Y.. 

yal\Hl§ .2! ;(:.t2r. .QlaG llottl§ pres§ntatign .QJW: 

ComDar is on Control ExDerimental 

Normal 0.450 80.357 

Control --- 63.752 

Explanation ~ la~ll y 

As in the case of the figures in Table IV, the difference be

tween the normal and control groups can be explained in terms of 

chance. When the normal 1s compared w1th the control, the value d 

)(~is 0.450. Th1s value is not significant; hence, the null 
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ypothes1s again may not be rejected. 

However, when the normal 1s compared w1th the experimental and 

also when the control 1s compared w1th the exper1mental, the s1t. 

at10n 1s again qu1te d1fferent. In these compar1sons the values 

80.357 and 63.752. Aga1n these values 1nd1cate a very 

19h degree of signif1cance and the null hypothes1s 1s ag:\1n rejec

ed w1th a high degree of co.nf1dence. In this presentat1on, l1m1t

d to the open bottle, a total or 90 tr1als was given to all three 

roups. Th1s or course would account for the d1fference in the 

alues of X"~between Tables IV and V. In TAbl.e ~ the f1gures re

er to ~ presentat1ons, thereby, covering the use both or the 

lfactometer and the open bottles. A total of 270 tr1als was g1ven 

o the normal and experimental groups, while a total of 90 tr1als 

as g1ven to the control group, s1nce only the open bottles were 

sed. 

~N3LE n 
YalU~a ..Q1'. C I..91: Left Nostril JWJ1 B1&ht Nostril Preaenjcation 

Method of Presentat10n 

!.aft Nostril Rillht Nostril 
Comparison Control Exper1mental Control Experimental 

Normal • 37.823 • 73.309 

Control --- • --- • 
I 

• The control group was not compared here since it was not 
g1ven the left and right nostril test due to diff1cult1es 
in using the Olfactometer as descr1bed in Chapter II. 
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'Exnlanatlon 9J: Table II 

Again the values of )(~are highly significant, and the null 

pypothesis must again be reject.ed. 



CHAPTER lY 

Discus§ign ~ ~ R§sult§ 

In the previous chapter we reported the results or findings or 
our study. It now remains to discuss those results in terms of our 

purpose and investigation. The statistical results are explained 

in the previous chapter and are rather obvious. They will only be 

used here in confirmation of the aotual findings. Accordingly, we 

shall disouss the results for each of the three groups. 

I. Tne Normal at omt 

As can be seen from libl • .It (pg. 19), this group was given a 

total of 270 trials. From that number 185 gave adequate identifi

cation of the six different odors; 68 per oent, in other words, 

were correct. An analysis ot this table shows the following inter 

esting observations: 

A. In general, identitication of the odors progressed 
with each presentation. For example, Odor No.1, 
Oil of Lemon was inCreasingly more recognized in 
the progressIon of presentations trom lett nostril 
to right nostril to open bottle. In terms of num
berJ, as oan be seen in the total plus (+) column 
of the table, the Left Nostril is 9; the Right Nos
tril is 131 the Open Bottle is 14. This is also 
true of all the other odors, as can be readily seen 
from a glance at the total. plus (+) oolumn on Table 
I. Proportionately, the number of incorrect answers 
decreases with each new presentation of the odor as 
can be seen from the total minus (-) column of Table I. 

27. 
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B. A second interesting observation of these results was 
the apparent inability of the subjects to recognize 
or i.dentify Odor No.2, Oil of Almonds. As can be seen 
from the table only one subject out of fifteen identified 
this odor correctly, and that was an open bottle presen
tation. The response of this subject was actually 
"Castor Oil" which was given a plus rating. One poss
ible reason for this almost complete lack of identifi
cation might be found in the fact tha~ these subjects 
were students and perhaps quite unfamiliar with cook-
ing smells, such as Oil of Almonds. The possibility 
of rejecting this odor was discussed, but we decided 
to retain its use beoause of its test qualities for the 
experimental group, as was explained earlier (pg.l'). 

C. A third and final observation is that the odor univer
sally identified by this group in the open bottle pres
entation was Odor No.6, Ammonia. This was expeoted, 
due to the large trigeminal effeot of this odor. Almost 
all of the subJeots displayed some discomfort reaction 
upc.n peroeption of this odor, despite the fact that 
they were chemistry students and somewhat familiar with 
it. This discomfort reaction proved quite significant 
with the experimental group, sinoe it gave us an indi
cation that the subject was able to perge1ye the odor, 
though he was unable to identify or remember it. 

In general then, we oan say that the Normal Group, in terms of 

the majority, were able to identify the odors presented, ana oonse

uently gave no signifioant indioation of a defioit in olfactory 

emory. 

II. lba Exgerimentll Groyp (Lobotomized Psyohotios) 

In contrast with the Normal Group findings, the results for 

he experimental group reveel the follOWing observations: 

A. There is no inorease of identification of any odor 
from presentation to presentation, as can be readily 
seen from Table II (pg.20) 

B. Only one subject out of fifteen identified Odor No.2, 
Oil of Almonds, and her response, as in the Normal 
Group, was "Caster Oil". This "identification" took 
plaoe only in the open bottle presentation, again as 



1n the Normal Group. 

C. As contrasted with the Normal Group, these subjects 
di1 not significantly identify Odor No.6, Ammonia, 
in any presentation. As can be seen from Table II, 
there 'Were only four ftcorrect tt identifications, two 
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of these, in the left nostril presentation, responded 
with " (l chemical n and "ether", which were given a 
plus rating. All of the subjects but one showed some 
reaction of discomfort to the ammonia when presented 
in the open bottle. Most of them showed no such re
action when ammonia was presented in the Olfactometer. 
1hie ~~1' be du~ to the difficulty many of the sub
Jects !lad 1n following the instructions accurately. 

In general th~n, out of 270 trials, 240 or 89 per cent could 

aE 

identify the odors as presented. As explained on page 23, thi 

result is highly significant at better than the one per cent level 

of confidence. Hence the differences in ability to recognize odor 

between the Normal and Experimental Groups are real differences an 

cannot be explained merely by chance. 

Our contention was that this significant and real difference 

was ~I 1i~.~<the;.:tim:t.~~-tlM"".t.W;; __ ,~ft"':<'trh'e""~;;.&:i,~~""". 

due to the lobotomy. However, the question obviously arose: Is 

this difference actually due to the lobotomy, or to the fact that 

these patients are psychotics? Hence it was necessary to perform 

the experiment on a control group consisting of non-lobotomized 

psychotics. As explained previously, page 15, it was necessary to 

change the procedure with this group due to their fear reactions t 

the apparatus as such. Hence only the open bottle procedure was 

used with this group cutting down the number of actual trials from 

270 to 90. 
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III. Ill.e. Qontro1 Group (Non-Lobotomized Psychotics) 

Keeping 1n mind the above mentioned change in the number of 

trials, the results as seen in Table III, Page 21, show that out 

of 90 tr1a1s 65 identified correctly, or 72 per cent. This is not 

significantly different from the performance of the Normal Group 

which was Bo per cent in the open bottle trials. For All presen

tation in the Normal Group the per cent was 68. As already indic

ated, identification of the odors was much more accurate with the 

open bottle presentation. 

As indicated in the statistical results (pg.23), the differ

ence between the Control and Experimental Group is again highly 

significant and cannot be explained in terms of mere chance. Henc 

it seems quite apparent that the Control Group of non-lobotomized 

psychotics are quite able to identify the odors, and that the de

ficit in olfactory memory is due not to the factor of mental ill-
" 

ness, but due to the lobotomy itself. 

Two other incidental observations are interesting in connec

tion with the resUlts for the Control Group. 

A. As contrasted with the other two groups, the subjects in 

the Control Group Wete able to identify Odor No.2, 011 of Almonds, 

in a very significant manner. Keeping in mind that this group had 

the open bottle presentation only, twelve out of fifteen were able 

to identify the odor. Their responses, however, were limited to 

"Castor o1.l", "Olive Oilt! and tlMineral 01l tt , all of whiCh were giv

en a plus ratlng. NODe of them gave the actual response of Oil of 
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Almonds. 

B. As contrasted with the Normal Group, this group shOll/ed 

no significant increE se 1n the recognition of Odor No.6, Ammonia. 

Tnis CQuld be expla1ned by the fact that chemistry students shoull 

recognize Ammonia more readily than others. The patients did, how 

ever, show the expected reaction of discomfort when presented with 

the Ammonia in tne Open bottle. 

In the Experimental Group (lobotomized psychotics) subject 

No. 6 seems to have had some olfactory discriminat1on. As can be 

seen 1n Table II, Page 20, she identified an odor correctly nine 

times out of eighteen tr1als. This was a better record than any 

other subject 1n the Experimental Group, as can be readily seen 

from the table. Th1s 1s probably explained by the fact that the 

dorsomed1al nucleus projection to the orbital area was nc.t complete 

ly severed. 

According to Meyer and Beck (12) standard lobotomy severs the 

prOjection from the dorsomedia1 nucleus to the prefrontal area. 

But 1n ar~ given case, it 1s not poss1ble to say whether this con

nect10n has been interrupted completely. 



~HAPlEB JL 

gUMMARX ~ ~QNCLUSION 

This expel'lment was const.t'ucted to investigate the possible 

def lClt 1n olfactory memol'i of lobotomized patients. Three groups 

were used: 

1. It ligrmal G"OUl), consisting of' fifteen univel'sity 
students who were neither lobotom1zed nar psychot1cs. 

2. An ExPif1mental wl'Q.Yp, consisting ot fifteen m(tal 
pat1ents who had Wlder-gone a standard pI's-frontal 
lobotomy operation some five years ago. 

j. A QOQtrgl GrAUP, consisting of fifteen psychotic 
patients r'esldent in a mental hospital. These patients 
\liere not lobotomized. Theil' stay in the hOSPital ap
proximated that of the patients in the Exper'lmental 
Or'oup. 

Each of these II'OUpS were tested for possible def1cit 1n ol

factory memory. Six odors were used and 'Were presented through an 

Olfaotometer' and six open bottles as explained in Chapter I J of 

this thesis. The resut ts of our experiment suggests the following 

conclusions: 

1. TtH~re was Jl.Q signif1cant deficit in olfactory memory 
among the subjects of the hormsl Group •. 

2. There was ~ significant deficit in olfactory memory 
among the subjects of th~ Control Group. 

J. Tnere ~ a hi&hly s1gnificant deficit in olfactory 
memory among the subjects in the Experimental Group. 

Since only the subJects in the .&xperimental Group had been 

32. 
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lobotomIzed, we suggest that the inab11i ty to identify common OdOl'! 

1s due to the damage done to the orbital area of the brain by the 

lobotomy itself. ~e suggest further, that this inability to iden

tify the odors 1s due to Ii deticit in olfactory memory, since senSE 

identifIcation depends on previous ~ssociations. If a person can

not be expected to l'emember the odor, he can.r1ot be expected to 

identify it. This ~as quite evident among the patients in the 

Experimental Group. They would ofttln say, "This 1s very familiar 

to me, but I can't seem to remember"" vI' I1J kno\1l what 1.t Is, but I 

can f t tell you". Simllaz' expressions were found among the subjectf 

ot the other two groups, but never to a significant extent. 

In conclusion, ,..e suggest that our study shows a deficit in 

olfactory memory among humans .atter damage to the orbItal area of 

the hI'ain in pl'efrontal lobotomy. As in the case of lUlimals, this 

damage has proved lasting in human beIngs. 
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